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Dear Sir/Madam

Please find set out below the responses to the questions taken on notice by Chevron Australia at the Committee s hearing on 27 August 2021.

1. Question relating to use of CO2 for enhanced oil recovery on Barrow Island

Chevron has previously considered the use of CO2 for enhanced oil recovery on Barrow Island.  However it was determined that the Barrow Island wells were not suited to CO2 flooding.  These wells are not at sufficient pressure or depth to

ensure CO2/oil miscibility.

2. Public release of production data

In relation to any proposals to publicly release offshore production data  consideration needs to be given to SEC guidelines which require offshore production data to be treated as confidential until quarterly production figures have been
released publicly.  Chevron generally releases its quarterly financial and production data around 30 days after the end of each quarter.  For an example of Chevron Corporation s quarterly reporting documents  see
www.chevron.com/investors. 

Chevron has no concerns about safety issues related to release of production data.

3. Initial forecasts of Gorgon costs and PRRT

A Final Investment Decision to proceed with Gorgon was made in 2009.  At that time  the forecast project cost was forecast to be US$37 billion.  For further information  refer to Chevron Makes Final Investment Decision to Construct Gorgon
Natural Gas Project | Chevron Corporation (gcs-web.com)

At the time of Final Investment Decision  Chevron estimated that  based on its share of the Gorgon project  it would pay A$29 billion in PRRT over Gorgon s life.  Since the time of that estimate  the project cost has increased to US$54 billion
oil price and exchange rate forecasts have varied  and Chevron has incurred additional PRRT-deductible exploration expenditure.

4. Economic contribution of the North West Shelf project

For further information on the economic and social contribution of the North West Shelf project  refer to the NWS Community Development Report available at north-west-shelf-community-development-report-2020.pdf (files.woodside)

5. Chevron taxes paid

A full table is attached  updated to 2020.  Further information on Chevron s economic contribution is available at tax-transparency-fact-sheet.pdf (chevron.com). 
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